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1: Royal Arch Masonry - Wikipedia
Appointed Time of the End Part 1 - Speaking Great Words Exalting a Strange God How fast times are fulfilling before
our eyes. Understanding history is the key to unlocking Bible Prophecy.

McMansion Hell from A to Z: Texas vs New England , fitting the McMansion into one post would be pretty
impossible. By the end of this three-part series, my hope is that even the least architecturally inclined e. Here
are some examples of Architectural Anarchy. If the house you are looking at looks anything like these houses,
it is almost certainly a McMansion: Now, not all beige houses are McMansions, but often the BeigeHaus, as it
is known around this blog, is almost always cladded with EIFS fake stucco , and the architectural features
almost always have a tacked-on appearance. Here are a few examples of classic BeigeHauses: C is for
Columns Columns, of course, have their own post. Not all McMansions have columns, but all McMansions
with columns use them totally incorrectly. D is for Dormers Yeah, there was that whole post about dormers
too, but out of scale dormers are a classic McMansion woe. E is for Entryway Luckily for everyone here, the
McMansion has its own textbook entryway, universally recognizable by all. This entryway consists of three
parts: Large front door, usually double door. May have sidelights 3. Enormous transom window, often with
square bottom and arched top The arch in part one is not as important as the other two parts - often the entry is
flush against the surface of the building. Here are some examples of this textbook McMansion Feature: In the
above example, the transom is visually separated from the door by a portico. On the inside, however, they are
all the same space. Note the pilasters, rather than columns, above. Any variation of this entryway is one of the
most important signifiers that you are looking at a McMansion. It is a textbook feature, and one of the easiest
to identify. F is for Fake McMansions are faker than your friends were in middle school. What do I mean by
fake? I mean using low-cost reproductions of quality materials or features in order to portray the illusion of
wealth. A simple portico would have sufficed. The key to talking about fakery is to ask oneself whether or not
the fake is using cheap materials to imitate more expensive ones. G is for Garage McMansions love garages. H
is for Huge Oh yeah. The thing about McMansions is that they are enormous. Hence the Mansion part. They
are not built to the human scale, and can seem overpowering, massive, and intimidating to the outside viewer.
The tendency to remove all foliage around the house during development only reinforces the excessive size of
these houses. Does the house look like it could also function as a commune? Does your neck hurt when you
try to look at the roofline? I hope you enjoyed this potentially useful collage of ugly! Want to see more like it
and get behind the scenes access to everything McMansionHell? Consider supporting me on Patreon! All
photographs in this post are from real estate aggregate Redfin.
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2: The Probate Murders: The War on the Vulnerable through the Courts (Part One)
This was the very first call I had with the lawyer who was appointed AFTER they gave my children away. I believe he
was appointed in August, but he says he was appointed in October or November.

Grand Representatives are appointed to keep in contact with their counterparts in other jurisdictions. Grand
Chapters also contribute to specific charities which differ from state to state. General Grand Chapter[ edit ]
Many of the Grand Chapters around the world notable exceptions include: It originated in England, and is
believed to have entered the York Rite via immigrants to America from Scotland and Palestine. In Scotland,
the Mark Degree is still conferred in a Craft lodge. The Past Master Degree was already in existence by , and
appears in a few monitors of the era: Davis on August 28, in St. According to Lodge No. In the ensuing
debate, the newer grand lodge became known as the "Antients", while the older was referred to as the
"Moderns". In , Laurence Dermott , later the Grand Secretary of the "Antients", had been accepted into a
Royal Arch Chapter in Dublin, which at that time was open only to those who had previously served as master
of a Craft lodge. He regarded the Royal Arch as the fourth degree of Craft Masonry. Under his influence, the
"Antients" championed the Royal Arch degree in England, while it was met with hostility in the "Moderns".
At the beginning of the 19th century, when the "Antients" and the "Moderns" moved from rivalry towards
union, the role and purpose of the Royal Arch became a sticking point. When the "Antients" and "Moderns"
merged in to form the United Grand Lodge of England , this was possible only after reaching a compromise on
the role and purpose of Royal Arch Masonry. After the union, the " Supreme Order of the Holy Royal Arch "
would be fully recognized by the United Grand Lodge, but become a separate order with all Craft Lodges
permitted to work the ceremony. History in the United States[ edit ] In Northern America, freemasons until the
end of the 18th century performed Royal Arch ceremonies as well as some others that are now more familiarly
part of Knights Templar and the Red Cross of Constantine. The report also states that it is unknown whether
the Fredericksburg Lodge in Virginia conferred only the Royal Arch degree or the entire series of degrees.
Royal Arch Chapter No. The minutes from this date mention approving the minutes from the previous
meeting. This Chapter began meeting under the authority of the Grand Lodge of England Ancients and it is
believed that the Chapter was constituted around , but this date has yet to be proven. It currently works under a
renewed warrant from In , a group of Royal Arch masons met in Hartford to try to establish some sort of
governing body for degrees that were largely conferred in the New England states, which became the Grand
Chapter of the Northern States, and later was broken down into the state-by-state Grand Chapter system.
History in Canada[ edit ] Royal Arch Masonry in Canada differs slightly from that explained above from an
American perspective[ citation needed ]. In most Chapters in Canada the Past Master degree is not worked,
there are only a few exceptions.
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3: The Sign for the Bride - Part 1
Sign in or register to watch. Subscribe to watch. Gabriele Cioffi on being appointed Head Coach. Head Coach Gabriele
Cioffi discusses his new managerial role after being appointed on Friday.

Barbara Rosen was concerned that her elderly neighbor might need some help. The two had become
acquainted through Quaker meeting and Barbara was aware her friend was alone in the world and increasingly
vulnerable. Barbara offered her assistance, and ended up visiting the woman several times a week. Barbara
Rosen did this without charging her neighbor for these services, simply out of the goodness of her heart.
Barbara Rosen was, in fact, her conservator. And her selfless acts of assisting her neighbor are nearly
unparalleled in what has become the business of conservatorship. About two years ago, an expose hit the front
page of the LA. In fact, conservatorship abuse is nation wide, and far surpasses what was disclosed in the L.
While the Times detailed many circumstances where conservators had mismanaged funds to the detriment of
their clients, the articles suggested that the courts were so crammed that appropriate judicial oversight was
nearly impossible. TAB has uncovered a different scenario, with an extensive cast of culpable characters,
many of whom are sitting in government offices. The story of greed and inheritance is an ancient one. In King
Lear, the aging King decides to step down from the throne, and must bequeath his kingdom to his heirs. His
vanity blinds him from realizing who among his daughters is acting out of love and who is avaricious and
duplicitous. And what follows is one of the great tragic dramas of our time, as the love of money devolves into
murder and patricide. It is said that art imitates life. In the stories that follow, we will see the same themes of
love vs. What separates the stories of modern inheritance from the Lear saga is that the current judicial and
legal system in our country is contorting itself to accommodate the criminal element. And this is what makes
this a contemporary and moral issue, beyond inheritance and legalistic preoccupations. The names have been
changed in the following, so as to protect the innocent. Megan had grown up as the daughter of an important
man. He had served in two Presidential Administrations, and had founded a law firm on the East Coast, which
grew large and powerful. Megan had been independent and forged her own path. When her father passed
away, he left behind his aging wife, three grown children and an estate of some measure. While he named his
wife as executor, he designated one of two sons, Louie, as Power of Attorney, with oversight being given to
the law firm of his creation. The firm was to keep an eye on the books and finances. Enter Moe Smithy, a
lawyer at that firm. Clearly the oversight provided by Smithy was not adequate. George began to collude
heavily with Smithy. He enlisted the help of the overseer, and instead of nipping the avaricious and illegal
activities in the bud, their actions only escalated the problem. But the thieving did not stop. And Smithy let it
go on, under his oversight. A petition for guardianship was filed. The guardian was to be the brother, George.
Megan, who was at that time substantially moneyed herself and quite worried about what might be going on,
desired to become the guardian. She was kept out of court for the hearing, having been informed that only one
family member could be present. At the last minute, George deferred his interest in the guardianship, and a
friend of the judge was appointed. The conservator only saw the mother twice in the seven months of
guardianship. False and damning testimony was made against Megan, and a typical weapon in the arsenal of
the guardian was deployed â€” Restraining Orders were issued against her, in an attempt to keep the mother
isolated from the watchful eye of the concerned daughter. According to Megan, the mother went down hill
fast. She later discovered why. Without ever even seeing his patient, the Doctor who would receive his pay
from the estate, via the guardian, who was now working closely with George and Smithy , began to prescribe
drugs for the mother which were unnecessary and further debilitating. Digoxin was prescribed , as well as
Tequin, which has now been removed from the market. Both of these drugs impact kidney function, which is
precarious in many elderly people. This required the administration of more drugs, for catheters predictably
induce infection. So the mother was also placed on maintenance doses of antibiotics, further impacting her
immune system. The mother was only in the nursing home a few months before Megan received a phone call
from Louie, stating that the mother was dying. Megan had been disallowed by the guardian to view the
medical records, and later discovered that the mother had been given a lethal dose of digoxin, which had
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induced kidney failure. Megan and Louie joined forces to get the mother released from the nursing home, and
brought back to her own residence. The conservator objected to this, and Megan recalls him striding into the
courtroom, insisting that he had an operating room ready for the mother. He had ordered a feeding tube
surgically implanted in her, insisting that she was refusing to eat. The death rate for patients with feeding tubes
is actually higher than for those without. She believes that her mother was being drugged and starved to death.
With a tremor in her voice, Megan recounts how the ambulance pulled up, and delivered the mother, at last,
into her own bed. She lived three hours. And then the money war began, a war in which Megan was threatened
by lawyers, demonized in court, and her substantial wealth eroded by attacks through the legal system, as the
law firm, founded by her father, sought to destroy her. Property which she had stored with her parents was
stolen or vandalized. And where is the legal and judicial oversight? And why is the one individual who acted
with honor now demonized and under attack? Unfortunately, it appears that this story is hardly singular. In
probate courts across our nation, teams of lawyers and conservators are gaining control of the finances and
very lives of elderly and vulnerable men and women, and bleeding the estates in their own pursuit of wealth.
The victims of this process are often isolated, without significant family. According to her daughter-in-law,
Lee Peters had been an exceptional woman. Stunningly beautiful, she had made her career in costuming for
TV and film. Her marriage fell apart and her husband left her. Her son Casey took over a care-giving role,
taking Lee to medical and other appointments. He moved back into the family home in order to better care for
his mother. The two other sons the sole daughter had died some years prior began to attempt to manipulate
Lee to revoke her will and sign other legal documents in order to ensure their financial future. They set up a
Trust, naming as Trustee the wife of Stephen Peters and an unrelated attorney, Nora Hamill, who was a close
associate and advisor of son, Michael Patrick Peters. Hamill had previously been suspended from the Illinois
Bar for misconduct. In an attempt to seize possession of the house, Michael Patrick moved his mother to a
board and care. When this proved unsatisfactory, Lee moved back home and was immediately threatened with
eviction by her own offspring. In an effort to protect Lee from further threats of eviction, Casey Peters applied
in Los Angeles Superior Court to be conservator of her person only. Lee had repeatedly stated she wished to
remain in her own home, and Casey and Marilyn were, at that point, caring for her in her own residence. In
this manner, Casey believed he would be able to protect his mother from threats of eviction and unwarranted
moves. As occurs in these proceedings, an attorney was appointed to protect the interests of the proposed
conservatee. Judge Aviva Bobb appointed a professional conservator, Frumeh Labow. LaBow was also
featured in the L. Times expose on the conservatorship problem. The facility utilized unlicensed attendants
with no medical training. Marilyn Peters has repeatedly stated that concern about the discolored legs was
ignored, first by the conservator LaBow, and then by the facility and Judge Bobb. Lee Peters passed away on
December 28, of a blood clot which had migrated from her legs to her lungs. She may no longer control her
finances, where to live or whom to associate with, and can quickly be shuffled off to a facility, where she will
be unable to address, or possibly even realize, the degree of plundering of her assets. Techniques of
intimidation are deployed against concerned and caring parties â€” be they family or merely friends.
Restraining orders, evictions and even threats of police reports are regularly deployed against those who may
challenge the actions of the conservator. The end result of this is clear: In an article to the court by author and
journalist Patricia Lambert, she cited the following: Now she has none. She is under the thumb of a
conservator and an attorney whom she regards as indifferent, even hostile, to her wishes. She has tried to
dismiss the attorney but the judge ignored her letter requesting it. Now I feel Amalie is beginning to lose hope
of ever being free again to make her own decisions. Regarding his father who died at age 57, Takasugi said
this: In , Retired Riverside County Judge William Sullivan pleaded guilty to seven misdemeanor charges of
making improper financial dealings in probate cases. This capped a public scandal which rocked the Inland
Empire, the Bonnie Cambalik affair. Cambalik was a professional conservator, and for over twelve years was
at the helm of her own firm, West Coast Conservatorships. Due to the diligent efforts of three individuals in
far-away San Francisco, Bonnie Cambalik, was sentenced in to 26 years in prison for defrauding conservatees.
Her lawyer, Michael Molloy, was sentenced to more than 16 years in prison for advising Cambalik in the
thefts. Sullivan resigned the State Bar, and the Commission on Judicial Performance also publicly censured
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Sullivan and barred him from receiving an assignment, appointment, or reference of work from any California
state court. Consider the situation of E. At this time, Nelms is still serving as Judge Pro-tem in that district.
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4: McMansion Hell from A to Z: Part One (A-H) | McMansion Hell
As we have seen in Parts One and Two, God is serious about the signs He has given to His people (Numbers ,
).Obedience to His instructions is a general sign (Deuteronomy ), and within obedience to His instruction is the
extremely significant sign of the Sabbath (Exodus , 17; Ezekiel ).

When the Lord pruned me off the religious system and took me as a student at His feet, I had begun to enjoy a
season of being led into one passage after another to find precious insights. Then, I found myself confronted
with 2 Thessalonians chapter 2 in a way I was not expecting. I perceived from my confusion that what I had
been taught had error but I had no clue about how to resolve the passage. I found myself being returned rather
directly to 2 Thessalonians 2. After a few cycles it became apparent that I was stuck in a loop. It was maybe a
day later when I had an epiphany! He intended to address my situation and I needed to have confidence in
following Him beyond where I had previously been willing to be led. He was prompting me to join Him again
at the computer - and so I did! What the Lord showed me about the unlocking of the secrets of this cryptic
passage has to do with context. The insight is bound up in the way the text was written. Words and phrases
repeat in simple ways to create patterns. These linguistic patterns of thematic structures are found throughout
the entire range of biblical text. Yet, it is a stunning reality that when presented with plain evidence of the
phenomenon it bears no weight of conviction for most folks. Also, as obvious as it is that the patterns exist,
precious few among the saints can perceive that there is, in this surprising manifestation of divine order,
anything of value for our instruction. How can this be? The Lord has hidden his valuables. They are well
guarded. It must be said at this point that the difficulty in understanding II Thessalonians is due to the fact that
it is cloaked, spiritually. Because it is hidden, the translation from the Greek has suffered at the hands of the
translators and confusion has reigned. Because insight is embedded in the linguistic structure, gaining access
to it is like digging for buried treasure. What you see on exhibit below is the same passage you read earlier,
exactly. Hover your mouse over the passage slowly to explore the pattern. So, what do we do with that? The
pattern forming themes are symmetrical, and this is a way that the Author conveys emphasis and meaning to
the diligent student. Hover over the gray bar just to the left of this line of verse 3: Now, move your mouse
cursor over the next gray bar down: What we have is like a mathematical equation that says A is equal to B.
The matched pairings represent a linguistic equation, a thematic equation, where this expression is equivalent
to that expression. One element is provided to shed light on the other. See, all things must be understood in
context. Unless the holy spirit specifically calls it out to our attention, we will derive no benefit from these
divinely appointed guides for interpretation. Peter makes an interesting point in his second epistle. The
observation Peter made by the inspiration of the holy spirit is certainly applicable here! Destruction, and
conversely, salvation, is, in no small way, dependent upon giving proper respect for what is written and how it
is written. It should already be apparent that structural analysis is beneficial, and wisdom dictates that we take
advantage of every benefit in this challenging endeavor. When you learn to respect the natural symmetry and
become familiar with how certain kinds of structures are balanced and woven together, the more obscure
pairings become evident in relationship with those that are more obvious. The shiny bits on the surface guide
us to find the gems buried more deeply. Solving the equation, so to speak, we understand how what Paul was
telling them when he was still with the saints in Thessalonica was precautionary, so that they would not be
deceived. We know the message was for them, then, but it will be seen to be prophetic, ultimately intended for
another time and people. The great benefit of discerning the thematic structure comes in comparing the
divinely linked elements. Do you see it? The context of one component is most particularly its thematic
partner. You did catch that, right? If context provides meaning, which it most certainly does, wisdom dictates
that those of us who seek hard after the meaning should give heed to the divine pairings, finding the thematic
equations and solving them. Again, one element is provided to shed light on the other. In availing ourselves of
this special provision of insight into the context, we find ourselves probing the depths of His Word for what
the Author might be pleased to grant, as the holy spirit leads the way in this hunt for buried treasure. If we
disrespect the inherent structure, whether with or without knowledge of it and regardless of our intent,
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distorting the scriptures will naturally result. While it would be silly to argue that any interpretation that has
not been derived from a sound structural analysis should be dismissed on that basis, it would be just as silly to
suggest that interpretations that conflict with a sound structural analysis is on equal footing with those that are
in harmony. This kind of structure is sometimes referred to as an extended alternation. When a list of 3 or
more items is repeated it can be called an extended alternation. This is not the familiar one line match to
another of roughly similar word count or structure. This calls attention to the pairing because it stands out as
unique. How do these components compare? This is what the Lord brought me to so memorably, for the
purpose of discovering and resolving this riddle. This is why He put me in a loop by causing me to return to
this passage until I was adequately confronted with my inability to grasp the real meaning. This is why He
invited me back when I realized He was going to teach me something new, providing a tool that could be used
to mine for the deeply buried treasure. So, how do these components compare? If you have been trained in the
doctrines of devils, like I had in my excursion through Mystery Babylon, your mind will go flying on
auto-pilot while navigating some convoluted distortions - and find no satisfactory resolution. What I laid out
in the lengthy introduction to this study was not speculative but based upon some special insight. Access is
denied, to most, but granted to a few. In papyri documents it is used politically of rebels. Who am I to insist
that the recognized authorities are in error here? Someone who chose to cease from arguing with the Author
about what it is He really said and meant. I also happen to be someone to whom the Lord revealed the celestial
sign of His return in judgment, to be frank about it. It will be seen that the Lord Himself has hidden this matter
to achieve his higher purposes. You can easily discover that apostasia is the feminine form of the neuter
gender, apostasion G This is from a derivative of aphistemi G That word is composed of apo G and histemi G
Look at the meanings provided, the uncolored basis. How do they get religious apostasy from apostasia? The 3
occurrences of apostasion in the Bible simply deal with divorce, where a husband and wife are separated, put
apart, where one party then stands away from the other in positional relationship. Aside from our passage in 2
Thessalonians 2, the word is found in only one other place. When you see how this develops, it should become
apparent that, while the church is most certainly apostate, the notion makes no sense whatsoever in 2
Thessalonians 2. The importing of the notion of apostasy, revolt or rebellion actually negates the message and
renders the passage nonsensical. With the structure of the focal passage already having been discerned with
confidence, we have the advantage of knowing the context. We know which pond to fish in. The thematic
companions are intended to shed light on each other. Verses 6 and 7 are going to help us understand this
cryptic positional relationship that is apostasia and explain how this helps us understand it as a sign. We will
do what we have done, looking at the words used and letting them interpret themselves in the context. An
understanding of the nature of the subject is required. The only chapter and verse I will offer on this matter is
from John This lawless one will be an impostor. Known also as the Antichrist, he will claim the identity of
the true messiah. An anti - christ is not just against Christ but is of like kind and situated opposite Christ as a
matched counterpart, a counterfeit. Because a counterfeit is modeled on a genuine, there must come a
similitude, an anointing with a counterpart of unholy spirit in a ceremonial baptism that serves to reveal him.
With this insight, the cryptic thematic components that are of special of interest in 2 Thessalonians 2 will be
seen to make perfect sense! What is being described in verses 6 and 7 is the unseen dynamic. The word
apostasia neatly encapsulates the description of the unseen activity in its thematic companion. It is hidden by
intent. If at some point, you get it, rejoice, friend! If you followed my earlier suggestion to read Baptism - The
Prophecy , some of this will be familiar. Baptism Reveals The baptism of John was actually a sign, an event
that revealed. The lawless one will also be revealed at his baptism. I myself did not know him, but the reason I
came baptizing with water was that he might be revealed to Israel. It makes manifest the one baptized so it
may be understood as a sign given for the purpose of identification. We just read about how the baptism by
water was an identifying sign to Israel. This revelation insight into the baptism model has been confirmed to
me by way of how the sponsor of that antichrist baptism spills the beans. The big event is modeled in
paintings and corporate logos, public ceremonies, plays, movies, music videos, commercials and other kinds
of animated presentations like I, pet goat II. Call it a stargate transit.
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5: Appointed Synonyms, Appointed Antonyms | www.enganchecubano.com
Sign the form (indicating you are the estate's court-appointed representative) in the presence of, and have your
signature certified by, a certifying official (as explained on the form). Have the people who are entitled to the bonds
indicate what they want to do with their bonds.

There is a harvest ahead of hard work and diligence. A visioner must learn to work and wait. Ministers who
out of haste, try to force their way to promotion often fall into traps of mischief. There are some unwary young
ministers, who over night ,want to attain the successes of older ministers that have spent half a century in the
pursuit of their vision. They want to run before they learn how to sit. Such people open the ministry to dove
selling and money exchanging. They very quickly corrupt their callings. However, the time of reward and
harvest remains a mystery. This is the danger of comparing one authentic ministry with another. It yields
unhealthy competition and frustration. We must learn to walk with God and wait on Him for the due season of
reward. His vision got him into trouble. Eventually, he ended in a prison - all for believing in his vision and
doing what was right. In the prison, Joseph met with the officers of Pharaoh who were also serving prison
terms. The officers both had dreams which Joseph interpreted. The chief butler was released from prison and
restored to his former position. However, verse 23 says, "Yet the chief butler did not remember Joseph, but
forgot him. The chief butler forgot Joseph. It sounds pathetic, yet it was divinely planned. The due season for
harvest had not come. The appointed time was still in the future. Neither Joseph nor the chief butler was aware
of the time. If Joseph had depended in human influence to wangle him out of that prison, he would have ran
ahead of his time. To have stayed in the prison a little longer and then come out with honor was better than
premature deliverance.
6: On an infertility consult: part 1 â€“ At the Appointed Time
Monaco appointed former player and Arsenal legend Thierry Henry as their new manager on Saturday. The club
announced his arrival via Twitter, with Henry penning a deal that will keep him at the.

7: Rod Rosenstein Personally Signed Off On The Raid Of Trump's Attorney | HuffPost
Part 2: Now, you have been appointed the CMO at Small New Start-Up Company, Inc. (SNSC). SNSC is a new
company that hopes to challenge the entrenched players. SNSC is a new company that hopes to challenge the
entrenched players.

8: Become Appointed with Aetna â€“ Producers | Aetna
The day appointed for Christy's final determination arrived. Mack, on his part, did not fail to praise the force which he
was appointed to command. Nelson, who was appointed to superintend the evacuation, frustrated these projects.

9: Dean Smith appointed Aston Villa manager with John Terry as assistant | Football | The Guardian
appointee - a person who is appointed to a job or position appointment individual, mortal, person, somebody, someone,
soul - a human being; "there was too much for one person to do".
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